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WELCOME
TO LIND DNA’S FURNITURE CATALOGUE  
AUTUMN/WINTER 19/20
 
On the following pages we have collected our latest product 
range for interior decoration. If you want to get to know our 
table top products and see our full range within the retail mar-
ket, just flip the book around and start browsing from there.  
Enjoy!



SIMPLICITY 
IS MORE
The furniture range from LIND DNA is  
designed with minimalism, functionality  
and solid materials in mind. When we  
design our small furniture, we cut out 
the “fuss” and keep it simple – because 
we wholeheartedly believe that simpli- 
city is more. LIND DNA’s furniture range 
is inspired by Nordic trends, but is yet 
multicultural. The furniture is creative, 
yet classic, and fits in everywhere in their 
own stylish way.
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FURNITURE



CRAFTMANSHIP AND 
SOLID MATERIALS

All LIND DNA furniture is created in harmonious interaction with the 
materials we choose with care. Materials such as recycled leather, 
steel, European oak and wool lead to various design combina-
tions that have a single key element as the focal point - aesthetic  
functionality. With materials, design and functionality in perfect 
harmony, LIND DNA creates Danish design icons for your home. 
We produce all our furniture in Denmark, and always with excellent 
craftmanship and solid, durable materials in mind.

Preben Lind
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FURNITURE
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Mangler opsætning 
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PICK-UP TABLE

KNOCK-DOWN
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The design inspiration for this new coffee table is not to be mistaken 
- the classic turntable. PICK-UP TABLE is minimalistic, aesthetic and 
easy to place wherever you want.

PICK-UP TABLE has a reversible mat in recycled leather on its top 
plate, making it easy to change the look of your table as the leath-
er mat has different colours on each side. Choose among a variety 
of different colour combinations and personalize the expression 
of your table as you wish. Even the alu jewel in the middle can be 
changed to brass, and the table changes its overall expression again.

PICK-UP table is available in two different diameters of the top plate. 
The steel frame is made of black powder coated steel and the table 
top is made of alu. 
 

PICK-UP TABLE

NUPO/NUPO 
anthracite/
light grey

CLOUD/NUPO 
anthracite/
pastel green

CLOUD/CLOUD 
black/brown

CLOUD/NUPO 
brown/sand

BULL/BULL
black/brown

M: 990109
L: 990114

M: 990106
L: 990111

M: 990107
L: 990112

M: 990105
L: 990110

M: 990108
L: 990113

PICK-UP TABLE JEWEL ALU M
D:38xH:50/62 cm

PICK-UP TABLE JEWEL ALU L
D:48xH:50/62 cm
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PICK-UP TABLE
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TURNTABLE
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KNOCK-DOWN
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TURNTABLE
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This new coffee table comes in two sizes that can either be used 
separately or positioned in beautiful pairs or groups throughout your 
home.

TURNTABLE has a reversible mat in our recycled leather on its top 
plate, making it easy to change the look of your table as the leather 
mat has different colours on each side. Choose among a variety 
of different colour combinations and personalize the expression 
of your table as you wish. Even the alu jewel in the middle can be 
changed to brass, and the table changes its overall expression again.

TURNTABLE is available in two sizes, with two different heights. The 
diameter of the top plate is available in size M or L. The steel legs are 
made of black powder coated steel and the table top is made of alu.  

 

TURNTABLE

NUPO/NUPO 
anthracite/
light grey

CLOUD/NUPO 
anthracite/
pastel green

CLOUD/CLOUD 
black/brown

CLOUD/NUPO 
brown/sand

BULL/BULL
black/brown

M: 990117
L: 990122

M: 990119
L: 990124

M: 990115
L: 990120

M: 990118
L: 990123

M: 990116
L: 990121

TURNTABLE M JEWEL ALU
D:38xH:42 cm

TURNTABLE L JEWEL ALU
D:48xH:48 cm
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TURNTABLE
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BENCH
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BENCH
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BENCH

The reversible, hand stitched cushion is made of recycled leather 
on one side, and European wool on the other side. Thus, you can 
easily change the expression of your bench as you wish.
 
The cushion is attached to the steel frame by two jewels made of 

alu or brass.



BULL
black

BULL
nature

S: 990184
L: 990183

S: 990182
L: 990181
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BENCH
The BENCH from LIND DNA is inspired by minimalistic, Scandinavi-
an interior design. Simple, intuitive and beautiful. The bench comes 
in two sizes, small enough to be placed anywhere in your home. In 
the entrance, at the end of your bed or simply as a statement piece 
alone. The bench has a reversible, hand stitched cushion made of 
recycled leather on one side, and European wool on the other side. 
Thus, you can easily change the expression of your bench as you 
wish. 

BENCH is available in two lengths and with cushions in two different 
colours with jewels in either alu or brass.

BENCH S JEWEL BRASS
W:38xL:72xH:44cm

BENCH L JEWEL ALU
W:38xL:112xH:44cm
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BENCH



CONSOLE  
TABLE
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CONSOLE TABLE
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BULL
black

BULL
nature

990191 990192

This multifunctional piece of furniture makes it easy to keep 
bottles, cooking ingredients and other stuff right where it 
should be. The minimalistic and stylish design makes it fit 
nicely in the Nordic decor. The frame and shelves are made 
from black powder coated steel. Shelves and table top are 
covered with recycled leather.

CONSOLE TABLE 
STORAGE
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CONSOLE TABLE STORAGE
W:34xL:78xH:62 cm

CONSOLE TABLE STORAGE
W:34xL:78xH:62 cm
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CONSOLE TABLE
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BULL
black

BULL
nature

990189 990190

Our CONSOLE TABLE is a multifunctional design, perfect for 
your entrance with a mirror above it or in the living room 
displaying your favorite things, green plants - and maga-
zines on the shelf below the table top.
 
This CONSOLE TABLE is inspired by timeless and minima- 
listic design. Made from black powder coated steel. Shelves 
and table top are covered with recycled leather.

CONSOLE TABLE
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CONSOLE TABLE

CONSOLE TABLE
W:29xL:78xH:62 cm

CONSOLE TABLE
W:29xL:78xH:62 cm
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CURVE 
CHAMELEON TABLE 

CURVE CHAMELEON TABLE is designed with a black, lightweight 
steel frame for a minimalistic appearance. Its three legs have a 
graphic angle and add a distinctive character to the minimalistic 
design of this table, making it beautiful from any perspective. The 
table comes with a TABLE MAT CURVE L in recycled leather on top. 
But as the name indicates, CURVE CHAMELEON TABLE offers an ex-
tra functional dimension, as you can exchange the table mat on top 
with any other TABLE MAT CURVE L from LIND DNA. Make it yours!

HIPPO 
black-anthracite

983467
CURVE CHAMELEON TABLE

W:37xL:44xH:41 cm

CHANGE THE TABLE MAT ON TOP
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CHAMELEON TABLE
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CURVE 
COFFEE TABLE
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COFFEE TABLE
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CURVE 
COFFEE TABLE 

LIND DNA’s CURVE COFFEE TABLE comes in two sizes that can ei-
ther be used separately or positioned in beautiful pairs or groups 
throughout your home. This table is made of a black powder coated, 
light-weight steel frame with two angled legs that add a distinctive 
character to the otherwise minimalistic design. With its beautiful 
design, CURVE COFFEE TABLE is interesting to look at from any 
perspective. The table top can be coated with our durable recycled 
leather or wood veneer – just as you wish.

CURVE COFFEE TABLE L
W:44xL:50xH:45 cm

CURVE COFFEE TABLE M
W:37xL:44xH:40 cm

HIPPO  
anthracite-grey

HIPPO 
black-anthracite

HIPPO 
nature

HIPPO 
olive green

HIPPO 
sand

M: 983464
L: 983459

M: 983462
L: 983457

M: 990091 NEW
L: 990090 NEW

M: 983463
L: 983458

M: 983461 
L: 983456

WOOD 
oak

WOOD 
walnut

M: 983642 
L: 983644

M: 983643 
L: 983645
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COFFEE TABLE
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CURVE COFFEE TABLE 
DOUBLE
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COFFEE TABLE DOUBLE
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As a natural development of the CURVE COFFEE TABLE, we have  
designed CURVE COFFEE TABLE DOUBLE with two table tops. This 
table gives you even more options to display your favourite things, 
without taking up more space. CURVE COFFEE TABLE DOUBLE is  
designed with a black powder coated, light-weight steel frame and 
two table tops, coated with our recycled leather or wood veneer. Your 
choice. 

CURVE COFFEE TABLE 
DOUBLE

HIPPO  
anthracite-grey

HIPPO 
black-anthracite

HIPPO 
nature

HIPPO 
olive green

HIPPO 
sand

983647 983646 990097 983648 983650

WOOD 
oak

WOOD 
walnut

983651 983652

CURVE COFFEE TABLE DOUBLE
W:37xL:44xH:45 cm
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COFFEE TABLE DOUBLE
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CURVE SLIM 
TABLE
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CURVE SLIM TABLE



LIND DNA CURVE SLIM TABLE is, with inspiration from our classic 
CURVE TABLE, designed to provide a simple and stylish expression 
in your interior decoration. CURVE SLIM TABLE is designed in our  
beloved CURVE shape and the shelves are covered with recycled 
leather, which is both durable and gives an exclusive look. CURVE 
SLIM TABLE is designed with a light-weight steel frame and casters  
underneath, which makes the table easy to move around as  
desired. Use your CURVE SLIM TABLE for service and decoration in 
your living room, as a bedside table in your bedroom, or something 
completely different. You decide!

CURVE SLIM TABLE
+ DOUBLE

HIPPO  
anthracite-grey

HIPPO 
black-anthracite

HIPPO 
nature

HIPPO 
olive green

HIPPO 
sand

983476
D: 983481

983474
D: 983479

990092 NEW
D: 990093 NEW

983475
D: 983480

983473
D: 983478

CURVE SLIM TABLE DOUBLE L
W:37xL:44xH:72 cm

CURVE SLIM TABLE
W:37xL:44xH:38 cm
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CURVE SLIM TABLE

KNOCK-DOWN
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CURVE TABLE
LIND DNA CURVE TABLE is inspired by both the use of natural materials, our 
popular CURVE shape and a wish to combine practicality, aesthetics and  
mobility. Therefore, CURVE TABLE from LIND DNA is a design icon with multiple 
functions - it can be used as a nightstand, a living room table, a serving table or 
for decoration or storage. CURVE TABLE is made from European oak, solid steel 
covered with our durable and exclusive recycled leather, as well as designed 
with wheels so that you can easily move the table around.

CURVE TABLE XL
W:62xL:73xH:45 cm

NUPO
black

NUPO
metallic

NUPO
pastel green

CROCO
cognac

CROCO
silver-black

L: 981786
XL: 981997

L: 981787
XL: 981998

L: 981788
XL: 981999

L: 9862
XL: 9866

L: 9864
XL: 9867

HIPPO  
anthracite-grey

HIPPO 
black-anthracite

HIPPO 
nature

HIPPO 
olive green

HIPPO 
raspberry

HIPPO 
white-grey

L: 981014
XL: 981015

L: 981369
XL: 981371

L: 990099
XL: 990100

L: 983485
XL: 983487

L. 983486 L: 98958
XL: 98960
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CURVE TABLE

CURVE TABLE L
W:39xL:44xH:38 cm
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CURVE TABLE 
DOUBLE

LIND DNA CURVE TABLE DOUBLE is a design that perfectly embodies what LIND 
DNA stands for: our beloved CURVE shape, high quality recycled leather, and a per-
fect combination of design and functionality. CURVE TABLE DOUBLE is a natural 
development of our CURVE TABLE – designed to give you even more possibilities 
to display and store your favorite things. CURVE TABLE DOUBLE from LIND DNA is 
made from steel, coated with our durable recycled leather and complemented by a 
wooden rod in beautiful European oak.

CURVE TABLE DOUBLE  XL
W:62xL:73xH:85 cm

CURVE TABLE DOUBLE  L
W:39xL:44xH:72 cm

NUPO
black

NUPO
metallic

NUPO
pastel green

CROCO
cognac

CROCO
silver-black

L: 981781
XL: 982037

L: 981782
XL: 982038

L: 981783
XL: 982039

L: 9863 L: 9865

HIPPO  
anthracite-grey

HIPPO 
black-anthracite

HIPPO 
nature

HIPPO 
olive green

HIPPO 
raspberry

HIPPO 
white-grey

L: 98833 L: 981370 L: 990098 L: 983483 L. 983484 L: 98956
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CURVE TABLE DOUBLE
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CONTAINER AND  
TABLE&MORE
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TABLE&MORE



NUPO
anthracite

NUPO
army green

NUPO
black

NUPO
brown

NUPO
light grey

NUPO
metallic

C: 981343
TM: 98544

C: 982619 C: 982026 C: 981348 C: 981344
TM: 98545

C: 982027
TM: 98543

NUPO
nature

NUPO
pastel green

CROCO
black

CROCO
cognac

CROCO
silver-black

HIPPO  
anthracite-grey

C: 982620 C: 982028
TM: 98820 TM: 98540 TM: 98541

C: 981017
TM: 981016

HIPPO 
black-anthracite

HIPPO 
nature

HIPPO 
olive green

HIPPO 
white-grey

C: 981328
TM: 981372

C: 990102 NEW
TM: 990101 NEW

C: 983466
TM: 983626

C: 98962
TM: 983626

CONTAINER
CONTAINER is exactly what it claims to be – a simplistic and 
functional aluminum container, coated with our recycled 
leather and completed with a solid oak rod. Usable for fire-
wood, blankets, shoes or anything else you can imagine. 
You can even stack two or three on top of each other and 
build your personal bookshelf. Its minimalistic design, the 
use of natural materials and its many different applications 
make CONTAINER from LIND DNA a key item in any home. 

TM: TABLE&MORE
W:40xL:40xH:40 cm

C: CONTAINER
W:32xL:38xH:31 cm
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TABLE&MORE
With TABLE&MORE, your imagination is the only limit with this stylish 
and distinguished design. LIND DNA TABLE&MORE can be used as a  
table, as a container, and much more. TABLE&MORE can be stacked 
on top of each other and thereby serve as a personalized storage  
option. TABLE&MORE from LIND DNA is designed with a solid steel 
frame, an oak rod and covered with our recycled leather. 
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TABLE&MORE
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STOOL&TABLE

STOOL&TABLE
The story behind STOOL&TABLE from LIND DNA is the concept of  
presence and togetherness. When happy moments occur, pull 
STOOL&TABLE out and sit down with your dear ones and be present. Or 
use it as a handy side table for moments when you enjoy your favorite 
coffee, tea or drink. You decide! LIND DNA STOOL&TABLE is designed  
in shaped aluminum coated with recycled leather an oak rod.

STOOL&TABLE
W:33xL:46xH:40 cm

NUPO
black

NUPO
metallic

NUPO
metallic

CROCO
cognac

CROCO
silver-black

98277 98577 98278 98279 98280

HIPPO  
anthracite-grey

HIPPO black-an-
thracite

HIPPO 
nature

HIPPO 
olive green

HIPPO 
white-grey

98798 981329 990103 NEW 983533 98963
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FLAMINGO  
HIGH STOOL
This long legged stool is a versatile option that will add character and 
texture to any room. Designed in solid steel that has been powder 
coated black and with a steel seat covered with recycled leather. The 
seat coating is available in different leather surfaces and colours.

FLAMINGO CHAIR
W:40xH:75 cm

NUPO
black

NUPO
rose

CROCO
cognac

CROCO
silver-black

LACE
black

98173 98593 98175 98176 98659

HIPPO  
anthracite-grey

HIPPO 
black-anthracite

HIPPO 
olive green

HIPPO 
white-grey

98801 981332 983488 98966
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FLAMINGO HIGH STOOL
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This decorative MAGAZINE HOLDER can either be placed on the floor 
or mounted on the wall – whatever suits your room best. This stylish, 
handcrafted design has an aluminum frame coated with our recycled 
leather and a leather cord that holds your magazines in place. Both the 
aluminum frame and recycled leather surface come in different colour 
combinations.

MAGAZINE HOLDER
NUPO
anthracite

NUPO
army green

NUPO
black

NUPO
brown

NUPO
light grey

M: 981197
L: 981201

M: 982627
L: 982630

M: 982629
L: 982632

M: 981200
L: 981204

M: 981198
L: 981202

NUPO
metallic

NUPO
nature

NUPO
sand

HIPPO  
anthracite-grey

HIPPO 
black-anthracite

M: 982071
L: 982070

M: 982628
L: 982631

M: 981199
L: 981203

M: 98800
L: 98799

M: 981331
L: 981330

HIPPO 
nature

HIPPO 
olive green

HIPPO 
white-grey

M: 990104 NEW
L: 990094 NEW

M: 983530
L: 983529

M: 98965
L: 98964

MAGAZINE HOLDER
L: LARGE
W:38xH:31xD:16 cm

MAGAZINE HOLDER
M: MEDIUM 
W:25xH:31xD:11 cm
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MAGAZINE HOLDER
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CLOTHES RACK is a minimalistic design, made of black powder coated steel legs, mounted with 
a crossbar, made of solid oak, on top. It is free standing and can therefore also be used as a 
room divider. It comes with a shoe-shelf in the bottom, made of steel, coated with our recycled 
leather.

CLOTHES RACK WALL is a minimalistic design, made of black powder coated steel legs,  
mounted with a crossbar, made of solid European oak on top. It is mounted on the wall 
and available with or without a shoe-shelf at the bottom, made from steel, coated with our  
recycled leather.

CLOTHES RACK SHELF
W:45xL:120xH:150 cm

CLOTHES RACK SHELF WALL
W:45xL:65xH:150 cm

CLOTHES RACK WALL 
W:45xL:65xH:150 cm

HALL
Heniminv enimolo rectas sunt omnimpo repudione nat.Ibus 
maximus volescimpore aut perunt voloratum quam adit 
haritis et aperrum reiciur mos dissit, sita as et adit, officto 
con reperio. Ut alignatiam ut harcid que corumen ecabo. 

HIPPO  
black-anthracite

HIPPO 
nature

HIPPO  
black-anthracite

HIPPO 
nature

STEEL
black

983631 990095 NEW 983633 990096 NEW 983632
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THE NEW WARDROBE
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CLOTHES RACK
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SWING
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SWING



SWING
SWING is our interpretation of a hanging coat rack – a decorative and functional design, 
perfect for your wardrobe or entrance. Where space is limited, SWING is an elegant 
solution without taking up too much space. The coat rack is made from beautiful Eu-
ropean oak and is available in different colours. SWING is designed with an adjustable 
leather cord, making it easy to obtain the preferred height of the hanging coat rack.

SWING black
L:80 / L:110  cm

M: 981392
L: 982933

SWING smoked
L:80 / L:110  cm

M: 982927
L: 982935

SWING nature
L:80 / L:110  cm

M: 981393
L: 982934
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WALL SWING black
L:50 cm
981394

WALL SWING smoked
L:50 cm
982928

SWING WALL
LIND DNA WALL SWING is a minimalistic version of our SWING design – a hanging coat 
rack, mounted on the wall and in the ceiling. The minimalistic design provides a simple 
and elegant expression, allowing you to use your WALL SWING in several rooms. Our 
WALL SWING is made from beautiful European oak and has an adjustable leather cord. 
WALL SWING is available in different colours.

WALL SWING nature
L:50 cm
981395
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SWING WALL



This minimalistic coat rack 
is made of European oak,  
designed with details in either  
steel or brass, as well as a 
beautiful leather cord in the 
top. Its steel foundation is 
coated with recycled leather, 
completing the design in an 
elegant manner.
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PENCIL

PENCIL black oak
H:162 cm
981398

PENCIL nature oak
H:162 cm
981399

PENCIL brown oak brass
H:162 cm
983634

PENCIL brown oak
H:162 cm
982929
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PENCIL



COBRA is a decorative coat 
rack characterized by its 
diverse, yet minimalistic 
and elegant design. COBRA 
is made from steel and de-
corated with European oak.
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COBRA

COBRA black
H:150 cm
982069

COBRA metallic
H:150 cm
982068
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COBRA



FLOOR MAT
Our floor mats add that special touch to your entrance, kitchen or living 
room, while at the same time protecting your floors from wearing down. 
They are available  in three different shapes – CURVE, CIRCLE and DOUBLE 
– all in a 3 mm quality, in different leather surfaces and colours.

FLOOR MAT XXXXL
W:115xL:135 cm

FLOOR MAT XXXL
W:92xL:108 cm

FLOOR MAT XXL
W:62xL:73 cm

CLOUD
anthracite

CLOUD
light grey

BULL
black

BULL
brown

BULL
nature

XXL: 981572
XXXX: 981575
XXXXL: 981578

XXL: 982972
XXXX: 982973
XXXXL: 982974

XXL: 98776
XXXX: 98783
XXXXL: 98788

XXL: 98777
XXXX: 98784
XXXXL: 98789

XXL: 98778
XXXX: 98782
XXXXL: 98790

FLOOR MAT DOUBLE
D:69/92 cm 

FLOOR MAT XXL
D:69 cm

FLOOR MAT XXXL
D:92 cm

FLOOR MAT XXXXL
D:115 cm

CLOUD
anthracite

CLOUD
light grey

BULL
black

BULL
brown

BULL
nature

XXL: 981563
XXXX: 981566
XXXXL: 981569
D: 981581

XXL: 982969
XXXX: 982970
XXXXL: 982971
D: 982975

XXL: 98755
XXXX: 98764
XXXXL: 98770
D: 98830

XXL: 98759
XXXX: 98765
XXXXL: 98771
D: 98826

XXL: 98760
XXXX: 98766
XXXXL: 98772
D: 98828
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FLOORMAT
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PENDULUM CIRCLE
A minimalistic, hanging steel tray, coated with recycled leather. 
Perfect for plants, candles or your special seasonal decoration  
– with the leather cords beatifully framing whatever you put on the 
tray. Available in different colours.

PENDULUM CIRCLE
D:40 cm

NUPO  
black

NUPO
metallic

982768 982770
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PENDULUM



HANGER STEEL black / LEATHER CORD black SLIM HANGER STEEL black S-HOOK STEEL black

CURVE HOOK NUPO black / STEEL black

MINI DOT ALU black
HOOK ME UP  
OAK black / STEEL / LEATHER CORD black 

HOOK LEATHER CORD 
STEEL / LEATHER CORD black 
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WALL DOT L HIPPO anthracite-grey  
STEEL anthracite / OAK nature WALL SLING NUPO black / MINI DOT ALU black

SLIM RAIL NUPO black / ALU black / OAK smoked

KEY BOARD XL 
HIPPO plum / MAGNET 

STRAP KEY RING  
HIPPO plum

CURVE SHELF NUPO black / STEEL black

TOILET PAPER HOLDER 
NUPO black / STEEL black / OAK nature

PAPER BLOCK A5 
NUPO dark blue /NUPO black

WORK MAT SQUARE BULL black

SLIM SHELF NUPO black / ALU black

MOUSE MAT CURVE CLOUD light grey
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ASSORTMENT


